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By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

•ecatl tast term's work,

correct answers to

the evaluation questions

by the teacher.

By the end of the lesson,

pupas should be able to:

Simple meamng of

punctuakty

•redte and explan the

poem. •early to early

to rise'.

By the end the lesson,

pup,ts should be able to:

sample meaning

Aiscuss soav oeWons ot

the Value ot

By he

to.
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LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

Pupils as a class revise ther

last term's work, With the

help of the teacher.

i, Pupils as a class discuss
the meaning of punctuality.

ii. Puptl individually. identify

and mention some places!

ocNasions that one should

be punctual e.g. schcx»l,
places of worship, meeting.

ete

iii, Whole class recite

another poem of punctuality

(one, two. three.

teacher is waiting dt the

( Pupils as a class disvuss

the meantng of

Ob€\ttence. the
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the the lesson,
; be able to

explain the

of selßeontf0t,

; behastours, help you quit
] bad act (Ike

les. Steahng,
gvssipng,

etc), mental

focus, help to cajm you

angry, it

peace of mind.

Increases understanding

TERM BREAK

By the end ot lesson,

stwld be able to,

and exhibit the

habit of taking care

and communal

at the place, of

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

Pupils In small groups
identity and deliberates on
some advantages of being
selt control and discuss with
the class, white the teacher
guides,

TERM BREAK

i. Pupils as a class identify

and mention some personal

communal

belongngs at the places of

\sorshlp,

ii. Pupils in groups discuss

how to take proper care of

these be s.

EMBEDDED
CORE SKILL

Critical thinking

and problem

solving,

Communtcation

and Collaboration,

Leadership and

personal

development,

Citizenship skills.

Critical thinking

and problem

Communication

and Collaboration,

Leadership and

personal

development and

Citizensh'

LEARNING RESOURCES

Audio visual resource:Story

books and

Web resource:video clips

https]/youtu bell_6jvaWwqs

Audio visual resources:

Picture books on religious

places, praying mat Quran,

Bible, etc.

Web resource:
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i. Pupils individually gve and

explain the meaning of

deaniiness in places of

worship.

Pupis in pars

names otthe tt'j,N$ to use in

ekanitv the places of

'tws.hp.

ii. Pu$s in goops *tify

and explain ways to clean

he sotwcrsh.

Pupi.• as a Sass ræte the

national anthen pledge

and demost ra± 
to

synods end share with the 

class
i. Pv$s saggest how to

pesceuy ea±c$en
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